Case Study | Data Optimization Clothing Retailer
A National Clothing Retailer Uses Data Optimization to Improve
Customer Activation and Return-on-Investment
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The Results

Data Optimization initially improved data accuracy by over 20%, and identified and addressed a 2.5% monthly “decay”
rate within the retailer’s data warehouse. The response rate for the retailer’s customer activation program improved by
3% on 2.8 million direct mail pieces per month.
The retailer achieved the same overall response while sending 70,000 less mail pieces (@ $0.51 per piece). As a result,
the retailer saved approximately $36,000 per month and $430,000 per year. The retailer was further able to reinvest a
portion of their savings into a successful new mover program, also powered by Speedeon.
Data Optimization provides actionable intelligence regarding customer data, so companies can make better direct
marketing decisions, and improve campaign results.
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